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The SCS hockey team takes
on the University of Alaska in
Anchocage for its season
opener.
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Controversy ttireatens SCS social work
by Dorl Moudry
News editor

An assistant professor of social
work accused of sexual assault
claims he has been "convicted
·and crucified" by a "bluntly
racist" departm:nt
Tigest Lemlem's allegations
stir winds of controversy and
conflict at a time when the SCS
Department of Social Work is
seeking
national
reaccreditation.

In an Oct. 14 letter to
University Chronicle written by
Jon Usitalo, senior, claims "a
witch hunt is in progress within
the inner core of the social work
department." The letter states Ken
Huang, assistant professor, " ... is
being hunted by professors and
students alike .... " Huang is
Asian.
In addition, controversy
erupted last February about the
department's statement regarding
its position toward homosexuals,

Computers
join ranks
of music

bisexuals and transgender people.
The charges raised by Lemlem,
who is Ethiopian, in an interview
Thursday and in a letter may
further
complicate
the
reaccreditation process, the
teaching environment and the
criminal investigation ofLemlem
Lemlem, 35, who has been
with SCS since 1993, has been accused of sexual assault in
connection with an incident that
allegedly occurred Sept. 17.
Lemlem was arrested for sexual

assault of a 22-year-old female
student, but charges have not
been filed as of Tuesday and the
Steams County Attorney's Office
is investigating the incident.
Lemlem says the accusation is
false.
By itself, Lemlem's case
generated controversy because of
the way it was handled by local
media. According to a Sept. 23
story in University Chronicle, the
woman told an editor at the St.
Cloud 1imes she was raped after

she "was too drunk to walk."
Also, Jane Olsen, Women's
Center director, wrote a letter to
the editor of University Chronicle
stating the headline ("SCS student
accuses professor, calls Times")
for the article was misleading.
Though no charges have been
filed in his case, Lemlem said he
feels some social work faculty
and students have judged him and
found him guilty of the crime.

See Social work/Page 3

Oh Great Pumpkin

-

by Kim Wimpsett

S~ students without their own
computers or compact disc
collections will be able to type
their papers while listening to
music next year.
Atwood Memorial Center will
have about 20 computers in the
Listening Lounge sometime next
fall, according to Edward
Bouffard, AMC acting director.
"It will be a combination of a
listening lounge and a computer
lab," he said "It will be the first of
its kind in the country," he said.
"Computer fee dollars would
take care of purchasing the
computers; AMC would take care
of renovating the space," he said.
The computers will be installed
in the · summer, he said.
"(Renovators) would be gutting
the present arrangement. The
outside wall would stay the same,
but the inside walls would
change," he said.
Bouffard is working out the
details of the project, he said.
Security, control, and staffing are
main issues.
Joe Opatz, former AMC
director, expects the new room to
be popular, he said.
" A couple of years ago we
started looking at that space as a
unique spot as a combination of
the listening lounge features as
well as the computer lab features,"
he said.The additional computers
made sense because of the
computer fee instituted last year,
he said.
~ - - - -- - -- ~
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Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Todd Johnson, SCS senior, sells pumpkins on Atwood Mall Wednesday to raise money for the Speech
Communication Club. The club also will be selling pumpkins next week on the mall.

Public safety seizes drug paraphernalia
by Michael R. Koehler and
Dori Moud,y
Seven SCS students were
suspended for using controlled
substances, possessing drug
paraphernalia and allegedly
selling marijuana and other
controlled substances on
campus.
According to Section Eight of
the prohibited conduct section of
the University Code of Conduct,
"the use, possession or
distribution of any controlled
substances
and/or
drug

Commentary - 4

paraphernalia on university
premises" is prohibited.
The students were caught last
Tuesday by University Public
Safety officers, following an
investigation that involved St.
Cloud police, said Mark Petrick,
University Public Safety
director.
"The first thing we did was
coordinate with our police
department in St. Cloud and talk
things through all of the issues.
We did the investigation on
campus and kept the police
department very well inform!d,"

Business - 7

Sports -

Petrick said.
The majority of the students
involved in the drug incident
were living in Steams Hall and a
few students lived in other
residence halls, Mike Hayman,
housing director, said.
The seven students bave been
evicted from the residence halls.
Items seized in the rooms of
the students included bongs,
pipes, scales, razor blades,
knives and other paraphernalia.
No drugs were confiscated, but a
considerable
amount of
marijuana residue was on the

9
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11

pipes and bongs, Petrick said.
While the seven students will
face university disciplinary
actions, they will not face
criminal charges because the
evidence was seized and the
investigation was not conducted
by the police, said Jim Moline,
assistant police chief.
"We are a microcosm of our
society, and our society has a
drug problem. From the
information we receive, there is
a lot of marijuana use on campus
and a lot of marijuana use off
campus," Petrick said

Classifieds -

14

2
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Campus, students accept challenges
Seniors work to ADA compliance costly endeavor
educate people
are
or
about disabilities
it:~ul~h~~::~
by Jessica Foster
Managing editor

by Kim Wimpsett
Editor

SCS senior Amy Schwartz wants to change the
world. But for now, her first priority is the SCS
campus.
Schwartz is a senior who is hearing impaired and
bas persistence anxiety. "I have two forms of bearing
loss, both of which developed after birth or shortly
after birth. I also have persistence anxiety. It's a fear
within myself. It can spring up at anytime, it's not
that something bas happened in my life to make me
afraid, although that's a part of it. It's a disability that
bas been shown throughout my entire life.
Sometimes instead of concentrating on one thing,
I'm concentrating on 10 billion things," she said.
Schwartz also is a public speaker for Students
Accepting Challenges, a group that provides support
and services and promotes awareness. Schwartz
speaks to classes to educate students and professors
about people with disabilities. "At the invitation of a
professor, we'd come into the classroom and speak
to the class about disability awareness, ableism,
whatever title you want to put on it It's hard to be
politically correct all the time," she said.
"We've bad a couple of professors or students that
really don't have the foggiest idea what it means to
have a person with a disability on campus or in the
classroom," she said.
Schwartz has been involved in SAC for three years
and wants to educate people. "My attitude is it is my
job to educate. If I could, I would go to Washington
D.C., stand on the steps of the nation's capitol and
just stand there and scream until I changed the world.
"I want to change the world, because I'm sick and
tired of not getting the respect I deserve as Amy who just happens to have a disability or two.
"'All I can hope for is to change my little comer of
it,"shesaid.
SAC Secretary/freasurer Lanae Espelien, senior,
bas seen little change in awareness in the five years
she has attended SCS. "It boils down to lack of
education," Espelien said. Espelien wants a seminar
or c la ss to be offered that is mandatory for
professors. " I'm hearing impaired, and I have a

sign language interpreter or "the accommodation would
said.
Changes to reflect the a chair with back support, impose an undue hardship
needs of challenged it is granted as long as it on the MSUS chancellor's
individuals
ongoing on fits under the category of office
its universities or
mi~)~:.
campus.
The
ADA the
Chancellor's the accommodation does
includes R e a s o n a b l e not overcome the effects
bring the university up to compliance
of the person's handicap or
new building standards, modification of the off- Accommodation Policy.
The policy is to employ the disabled person is not
but modifications are on campus escort service.
individuals able to perform that
track, said Lee Bird, Currently, a van is used to qualified
director of Handicapped transport individuals off regardless of disabilities, particular job,"
the
and accommodations will chancellor's policy states.
Student Services.
campus after dark.
The university vans, be made as long as it is job
All additions and
While the Affirmative
are
not related.
modifications made to however,
Action office focuses on
Those
seeking the needs of university
buildings must comply accessible. At the start of
with new standards, said winter quarter, Metro employment cannot be employees, Handicapped
Steve Ludwig, Buildings Transit Company will denied a position because Student Services handles
and Grounds assistant vice handle the off-campus of the impairment unless students' needs.
president. "It would take escort service with one of
$6 million to come up to its accessible vechicles.
The money for this
new building standards
under the American service will come from bus
Disabilities Act or $12 pass fees, fees from
million to comply with Student Government, MTC
and the university, be said.
Access '92," Ludwig said.
The new service will
There must be complete
access to all spaces on have a different method of
transporting than the
campus.
"The state's goal is to current system. Tests are
become
completely being conducted to set up a
specific schedule, Ludwig
accessible," he said.
Although ADA has said.
When suggestions or
evoked changes within the
university system. changes complaints come up, Deb
Carlson,
affinnative action
will not be drastic because
universities already were officer, handles them.
under the guidelines of Carlson focuses on the
Section 504, Ludwig said. needs of university
Private establishments employees and supplies
such as malls and stores them with the equipment
were exempt from Section they need to operate
successfully in the job
504.
Although Ludwig and environment, Carlson said.
When someone on
Bird said the campus is
needs
an
accessible for students who campus
are otherly abled, some accommodation, whether it
students disagree. "We are be an ergonomic keyboard
constantly
getting to make typing less painful
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor
suggestions
for for those suffering from
improvement," Ludwig carpal tunnel syndrome, a Students who use wheelchairs need the ramp
near Brown Hall to access the building.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

physical disability which affects the legs. I have
interpreters in all my classes, and I have note takers in
all my classes."
Some people have walked between Espelien and her
interpreter on several occasions. "Excuse me, I can't
hear you if you go before by voice," she told them.
Another senior, Justin Wampacb, also uses note

takers in class because of his rheumatoid arthritis, he
said. "I wouldn' t be able to be in school without them,"
be said.
Wampach got mononucleosis and pneumonia in high

school and bis body started fighting against itself, he
said. Anyone can become disabled, be said. "I didn't
choose the disability I wanted. "
Because
of
disabilities, some
people
need
certain equipment
just to s urvi ve.
Wampach wants
the equipment to
be available to
students at SCS.
"I'd like to see the
money a va ilable
that we can have
the
campus
accessible to deaf
students
or
Lanae Espelien
and
Amy
Schwartz talk
a b o u t
awareness on
campus
Wednesday In
Atwood
Memorial
Pat Chriabnan/Assistant photo editor

_c_e_nt_e_r._ __

students in wheelchairs or with any type of challenges,
so there is equal opportunity for education," be said.
Handicapped Student Services provides students with
reso urces at

S

C

S

Resources are
important for
students with
disabilities so
they
can
reach their
goals easier,
Schwartz
said.
Schwartz
uses the office to take tests because of her anxiety
persistence, she said.
"I have alternative testing where I taJce my tests in
HSS because in a classroom it makes me very nervous
to see everyone getting up and turning in their tests."
She asks herself, "Why am I not done yet? What's
wrong with me?" she said.
Espelien bad some advice as how to act with students
who have challenges. "Treat them as you would anyone
else, it' s just being human. Treat them like human
beings no matter what the disability and you'll be 100
percent ahead of yourself," she said.
SAC is working on a manual that should be finished
by the end of fall quarter, Espelien said. The manual
will include which buildings on campus are accessible
and which are not.

, ., ' ""'"· "" n
r
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Mathematics students
need assessment testing
Students registering for Math 131 or 133 must take an

assessment test before winter quarter. All students who
tested during spring, summer or fall last year, or who
completed Math 130 with a "C" of better need not take the
test. No assessment testing will be done in class.

Students registering for the classes must take the test

between Oct. 20 and Nov. 12. The testing schedule will be
posted outside of the mathematics department office,
Engineering and Computer Center room 139.
For information call 255-3001.

Shorter to appear in court
on criminal sexual charges
Ray Shorter, SCS senior who has been charged with fourth
· degree criminal sexual condurj:, will appear in court Nov. 8,
according to Suzanne Bollman, Benton County Attorney.
He appeared in court Tuesday, but the hearing was
rescheduled. "Some things came up in the recent weeks that
we haven't had a chance to look at yet," she said.
Bollman had no further comment because the case is still
under investigation.
Shorter allegedly sexually assaulted a 14-year-old boy in

Shorter's apartment Sept 16.

Fun-n-stein benefit set for
family of local entertainer
A benefit for the family of the late Keith Phannenstein will

be held from 3 p.m. to midnight on Sunday, OcL 23, at the
Red Carpet. A number of local bands will play including
The Killer Hayseeds, R&B 101, Stone Foundation, Slip
Twister and many others.
Proceeds from the bar and an auction which will include
merchandise and gift certificates will go to the Phannenstein
family. A $5 donation will be collected at the door.

a

Social work:

Trouble plagues department

One faculty member shouted at
him, saying she wished Lemlem
was no longer teaching in the
department, be said.
In the letter to a reporter,
Lemlem states, 'The worst aspect
of all is the racist behavior of this
department is masked by the abuse
of the Social Work Professions'
Code of Ethics. When this
department
advanced
its
discriminatory policy, the mask
was the Social Work Code of
Ethics."
Because Lemlem may have been
sexually involved with a student,
some faculty members say he
violated the code of ethics, but the
code does not govern relationships
between students and faculty, he
said.
"The worst aspect is (the
department) is using the Social
Work Code of Ethics as a lynching
manual, as a Klan's hood ,"
Lemlemsaid.
Chairman Richard Present
disagreed. ''The code of ethics is
not a mask. It's a document that bas
been taught in this program and in
every other social work program in
this country to help students
understand social work values and
how they are codified," Present
said.
Although the code provides

guidelines for social workers and
does not specifically apply to
professors and students, they
should follow its rules, Present
said.
'The code states explicitly that
social workers should not have
sexual relations with a client. A
student is not a client, but students
have some of the same
characteristics. Students are in a
less powerful position . The
relationship between students and
faculty is one of trust and students
can be vulnerable," be said.
Lemlem said Present and
Raymond Merritt, dean of the
College of Social Science, asked
him to leave the department. '"Ibis
racist department needs to be told
that only my employment status is
temporary, not my rights and
certainly not my innocence," he
wrote in the letter.
But Present and Merritt said they
asked Lemlem to consider leaving
the department, and Lemlem had
the opportunity to go on voluntary
leave with pay.
The controversy also has split
Lemlem's Social Work 330 class,
he said. Merritt divided the class
into two sections Oct. 3 after the
publicity of the arrest, with
Lemlem teaching one section and
Nancy Brennan, associate

from Page 1

professor, teaching the other to
accommodate students who no
longer felt comfortable in
Lemlem 's class.
''The way (the class) was split
was like an organized mob,"
Lemlem said. When the class first
divided, two students stood in front
of Lemlem's classroom and sent
students to the other section, be
said. Lemlem sa id he has no
intention of leaving the department.
"Leaving is implying guill that I
raped this girl, so I won't do it," be
said. However, Lemlem was hired
for fixed-term appointment and is
only employed this quarter, Bill
lschida, personnel director, said.
Lemlem sbou ld bring his
charges of racial harassment and
discrimination to the proper
university officials by filing a
grievance, Present said.
'1f Lemlem has a concern about
us and the way we have treated
him, that's the way to have a fair,
impartial hearing. Making charges
in th e newspaper is not a fair,
impartial hearing for him or for
us,"besaid.
Lemlem bas yet lo file a
grievance with the university,
Tschida said. Present said he does
not think the allegations will affect
the social work department's
chances for reaccreditation.

Masters Forum offers
SCS students scholarships
The Masters Forum is offering scholarships to its 1995
executive series to one student from each of several local
colleges, including SCS.
The Masters Forum is an executive development series
that each year brings a roster of 11 world renowned thinkers
to share thejr insight with Twin Cities leaders. Nearly 700
executives from large and small organizations in all
industries expand their personal and professional horizons
by attending the series.
The benefits of the scholarship indude the opportunity to
hear theories from some of the most forward-thinking
authorities in the world, an inside glimpse at some of the
issues with which top management grapples, and
networking opportunities as the winning student learns
alongside local executives.
The scholarship is valued at $2,700, the annual tuition,
including sessions and supplementary materials.
Students can enter the scholarship contest by writing an
essay based on one of the 1995 presenters. Essays will be
judged on originality and insight by a panel that will consist
of Twin Cities business leaders who are Masters Forum
leaders. The deadline is Nov. 14.
For more information on the Masters Forum Scholarship,
students at SCS can visit the business school office.

Corrections
□ University Chronicle will correct all errors occurring in
its news columns. If you find a problem with a story - an
error of fact or a point requiring clarification - please call

(612)255-4086.
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Editorial
Hope for the future

Tragedy inspires
positive efforts
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Five years ago tomorrow Jacob Wetterling was
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abducted near his St. Joseph home.

~
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In the weeks and months that followed, this
community showed its depth of caring by
donating thousands of dollars and hours towards
the search.
At the time, an organization was set up to
channel the energy and effort of the many
concerned citizens.
It is a tribute to say that the foundation still is
going strong and even has increased its influence.

Through the tireless efforts of Patty Wetterling
and countless, dedicated volunteers, the
foundation has focused attention on this problem
and effected national legislation to prevent
similiar abduction tragedies.
The foundation also has worked in schools to
educate young children about the potential danger
of abduction and the need for caution and
common sense, and to work to find children

already missing.
In the past five years great strides have been
made toward improving community safety and the
quality of life for our children.

We always will remember the loss of Jacob and
hope and work so that the tragedy will not be
repeated.
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Violence reflection of human nature
by Jessica Foster, Managing editor
Time and again the
actions of the world prove
victims are not chosen
because of the sins they
have committed but rather
by tangling twists of fate.
It is mere chance one
child will live to experience
challenges and wonderment
while another will see
hardship and doom before
another day passes.
Hardship hit Norway
Tuesday. A five-year-old
girl was pounded with
stones as she was playing
with two friends.
When the child was
knocked unconscious her
friends left for home. The
little girl, Silje Marie
Redergaard, froze to death
by the force of Norway's
climate.
Neither Norway's
criminal justice system or
the press blames the
children for the death. They
are children and lack
appreciation of
consequences.
It was a mistake this child
died; nothing else can be
blamed for this incident.
Norway and its media are
blaming American
television shows such as
"Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers" and Norway's

"
Television is fiction,
therefore what it displays is a
reflection of the evil which lurks
in the heart of humans.
''The Edge."
Critics say the violence
portrayed in these shows
incite the children to follow
suit and resort to violence in
play.
Violence is not new. It is
only because violence is no
longer prejudice and
reaches the hierarchial
realm that mainstream
media attacks its resuJts.
Violence now reaches the
man with a voice and he
cries atop the highest tower,
begging for pity. Victims of
slavery were held silent, it
does not mean their pain
Was any less brutal.
The beginnings of
civilization is reported in
history books as the most
violent time period.
Prosecution of crimes was
not handled by a judicious
legal system. There was no
such thing as fair trial.
Punishment included
hangings, torture chambers
and burning at the stake.
Entertainment fared no
better. Medieval folks had a

"

good time watching
Christians being thrown to
the lions and gladiators
fighting to the death.
This violence was not
instigated by television. It
had not been invented at
that time. The reverse is
true.
Television is a reflection
of the violence that was
happening and the violence
that continues to plague the
world.
It has been said that in all
fiction lies a bit of truth.
Television is fiction,
therefore what it displays is
a reflection of the evil
which lurks in the heart of
humans.
Silje's death is indeed a
great tragedy, yet no one is
to blame.
Her death, caused by
children throwing stones,
becoming scared, and
letting nature take over, was
an example of human
nature, and its
imperfections.
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PINIONS
'Victim' label careless
We represent a group of 14
social work students who are
responding to the letter in
University Chronicle (Oct 14),
of the alleged witch bunt under

way by the social work
department.
In regard to the accusations of

"one-dimensional teaching of
several other social work
professors," the social work
program at SCS is an accredited
program. What this means is
that the content of the
curriculum is prescribed and the
teaching of the systems theory is
part of that curriculum. Basing
the teaching of the "medical

model" as the sole reason for
Professor Haung's estrangement
is blatantly false. Professor

Haung stated in class himself
that the medical model was only

one of many issues concerning
his present employment

situation.
During our combined years in
the social work departtnent we
have been encouraged to express
our opinions as well as to
become aware of attitudes and
opinions which are different
from our own. We feel the
faculty bas supported us and
encouraged us in this process.
Sometimes calling oneself a
"victim" can be a way of not
trucing responsibility for the
choices we have made in life.
Using the word "victim" too
loosely can lead to victim
blaming. Sometimes we need to

step back and analyze if the
direction we have chosen is
appropriate for ourselves.
We hope that this will answer
any questions and clear up any
misunderstandings regarding
what is happening in the social
work departtnent.

Barb Evans
senior
social work

Ruth Roufs
senior
social work

Michele Bollenbeck
senior
social work
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Student Government
funding process not
responsive enough
The Phi Kappa Tau
Fraternity continues to be
misled as to who is
responsible for providing
interpretive services for SCS
organizations.
The Phi Kappa Tau
Fraternity bas two deaf
brothers who rely on
interpretive services to gain
the pertinent information
discussed at our weekly
resident council meetiOgs.
During the 1993-94
academic year Phi Kappa
Tau bad only one brother in
need of these services.
We pleaded with the
Student Government Finance
committee to allocate funds
from the free-balance
account to absorb the costs of
the interpreter.
This process was lengthy.
After the allocation it took an
additional three months for
the first check to be issued.
Now Phi Kappa Tau bas
two brothers in need of these
services.
Past experience is
surfacing as we attempt to
detennine who is responsible
for the funding.
Everyone thinks that.
though it is a worthy issue,
someone else should pay.
According to Phi Kappa
Tau National Headquan.ers
Executive Director John
Green, it is the universiJy's
responsibility to provide

equal access to all students
participating in a recognized
university organiz.ation.
The university says that it
is Student Government's
responsibility to provide
funding.
Throughout the process
Phi Kappa Tau again bas
been lost in the shuffle.
We continue to create an
environment that welcomes
any man (for fraternities) and
woman (for sororities) to join
and gain a well-rounded
education through
excellence.
They will graduate from
SCS academically, socially,
mentally and physically
prepared for life outside of
academia.
This issue continues Lo
affect our reputation as
responsible bill payers.
We have lost good
interpreters due to the
process this university
requires to receive funding.
Please allow us to continue
recruiting a diverse
population.
We feel everyone can
benefit from the Greek
system if we have the
resources available to
communicate our message.

Justin Wampach
president
Phi Kappa Tau

Freedom of speech selective, protects public
As a protestor and SCS alumni, I am
prompted to write a response to Kim
Wimpsett's Oct. 4 editorial.
One thing she was concerned about
is the freedom of speech, as am I.
It is the freedom of speech that
allows me to write this letter and
protest the selling of pornography.
It is also the freedom of speech that
gives serial killers and rapists the
fantasies they carry out in real life on
real victims.
Before joining a group or defending
a point, I do some critical analysis.
So before defending the right
Americans have to buy this material, I
invite Ms. Wimpsett (and readers) to
go to the Adult Bookstore (Library 18).
After seeing pictures of women
gagged, black and blue with bruises,
ask yourself if you trust your professor
not to do that to you after he views it.
When you see the magazine Baby
Dolls where women who are made to

look like girls with pigtails are strapped
to beds, ask yourself if you trust your
day care provider not to do that to your
child after seeing it.
Wimpsett wrote, "it is more harmful
to a child's life to be deprived of
freedom of speech."
I question the amount of thought
that went into this before press time.
Imagine this scenario: A teenage girl
comes home after school. It is her
father's/ uncle's/ brother's/boyfriend's
day off from work.
He has come home from the Library
18. There, he saw a film of a woman
being tied up with a penis forced into
her mouth. In the picture he saw, she
enjoyed it.
He enjoyed it as well; his orgasm is
drying on the glass doors of the video
booth at the bookstore. So he makes
unwanted sexual advances on his
daughter/niece/sister/girlfriend. He ties
her up and forces his penis into her

mouth.
You don't have to imagine this
scenario too often - it is a reality.
The Michigan State Police report
that between 1956--1979 pornography
was used 'just prior to the crime' in 41
percent of 38,000 sexual assaults. That
is 15,580 cases.
Wimpseu·s point about pom not
being proven to cause violence was
not critically thought out.
Cigarettes cannot be proven to cause
cancer because research like that is
unethical.
Scientists cannot give a group of 18year-olds a pack of cigarettes a day
until they tum 50 and "see what
happens."
But you can look at lung cancer
patients in the hospital and find that 80
percent smoke.
We can interview serial killers and
find that every one of them have used

porn.

Or we can watch as men charge their
·cars at protestors at the Library 18.
This place is not selling Huckleberry
Finn!
Wimpsett makes the point that
"freedom of speech should be
universal, not selective."
It has been selective, for example
burning the flag used to be a crime.
It is selective now - you still cannot
yell 'fire' in a crowded theater.
"fighting words" also are not
protected.
The reason behind this is we have
detem1ined as a society that this
endangers the public's safety.
I contend that if St. Cloud cared
enough about the public's safety, we
also would ban pornography in St.
Cloud.

Anne Blsek
SCSalumni
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ONEY
Lemons cause problems Graduates vying for careers find
by Nancy Coughlin
Staff writer
Anyone who has bought a used car

knows the fright, the fear, lhe
inconvenience and the seemingly
endless cost of "The Lemon."
A little research and simple
mechanical kilowledge can help used

car shoppers sniff out money pits.
Two area automobile experts
offered a few words of advice to wary
shoppers.

''The first thing, look and see if
there's a lot of oil on the engine,
especially around the oil filter,'' Bill
Foster, a Pine City mechanic said.
"Get the engine warmed up and take
the oil filler cap off. If fumes are coming out the car has bad rings." Foster
also said to look under the car for oil

leaks in the front and rear of the
engine. This would indicate bad seals.

"These are things that are really
expensive to fix," he said.
Prospective buyers also should look
for coolant leaks. "If the overflow
oontainer is empty that either shows

people aren't talcing care of their car or
there's a blown head gasket or cracked
head," Foster said. "If either one of

those are present you've got a pretty
worn engine." It also would be
expensive to fix, be said. A cracked
head gasket on a four-cylinder car
costs $300-$500 or more to repair.
Foster warned buyers to look out
for uneven wear on the car's tires. If
the tires are worn too much on one
side, the front end could be worn out.
He also urged buyers to look at the
rear tires, because dealerships often
move worn front tires to the rear to
deceive
customers.
Another expert advised consumers
to seek professional advice. ''Take the
car into an authorized dealership or
someone who knows a lot about
vehicles," said Denny Wintheiser,
Miller Pontiac Parts and Services
director. "Yes, it may cost you $30 to
$40, but they know what to look for
and they realize how much (the partS)
cost." The mechanic should check the
car's tires, CV boots, brakes, leaks,
exhaust
system, and general

appearance.
Car buyers should stay away from
problem cars, Foster said. "Even if you
like the way the car looks walk away
because you're going to have a lot of
problems."

employers eager to please
the positions available immediately at
Fingerhut are in marketing, customer service
and purchasing, Simon said.
Many students bring their resum~ and fill
An on-campus career service that gave
students an opportunity to explore a wide out applications for employment, Simon said.
variety of career fields took place Thursday-in "We brought back quite a few applications
last year."
'
Atwood Memorial Center Ballroom.
"We are very satisfied with the quality and
Career Day, ,e<rsponsored by the College
of Business Executive Council and the number of students who attend Career Day,"
College of Science and Technology, offered she said. "Fingerhut talks to approximately
students an opportunity to ask questions of 50-75 students during the day."
employers, said Richard Murray, Career
Although there is no way to count the
number of students who attend Career Day,
Services director.
Seventy local, regional and national Clasen estimated that l,OOCl to 1,500 potential
employers participated in the day-long event, job candidates attend the event.
Students from St. John's University and the
Murray said.
Although the program is free and open to College of St Benedict helped set up booths
the sttident body, its emphasis is on business, on Wednesday night and attended Career Day,
science and technology, said Julie Clasen, said Joel Hillmann, C0BEC president.
"We will have an information booth set up
secretary, department of Fire, Insurance and
for students when they come in;' Hillmann
Real Estate.
However, there is interest in students who said. "It's real informal, students don't have
are in liberal arts programs, said Tricia Simon, to register or anything," be said.
If students are serious about getting a job,
employee representative for Fingerhut
he suggested to bring a r~umt and fill out a
Corporation.
"We hired some excellent employees from job application. "I think if students use
the liberal arts program, but the larger focus is (Career Day) correctly, it's really great," he
on business graduates," Simon said. Some of said.

by Jim Pelarske
Business editor

Wall of opportunities awaits students
were not interested,'' Thomes said. "Perhaps
students are just focusing on jobs that everyone else has."
Student Employment Services lists businesses that
College students often enjoy having a little extra
often are overlooked by many students, Thomes said. Job
spendi ng cash to weigh down their pockets or spend at
listings in Student Employment Services include
St. Cloud Hospital, Speedy Delivery, Fingerhut, Golden
the bars, but finding a job with flexible hours that pays
Shoe Stables and a large number of restaurants, day care
more than minimum wage is often a difficult and timejobs and small busi nesses in St. O oud.
consuming task.
'This is the first time we have worked with St. Cloud
Student Employment Services, located in the Career
Hospital," Thomes said. 'They send us weekly updates
Services office, Administrative Services 101, has the
on the jobs available."
answers for poor but busy students looking for fu ll-time
or part-time employment in a hurry. The Student
"We are in the process of making our services easily
accessible and well-known to SCS
students,"
Government allocates money to support the service.
said Bob Bixby, SCS junior and Studen t
Employment
Services
worker.
Student
Employment Services plans to market this unique
service by speaking to classes,
advertising
in the local media and sending mass mailings to
campus organizations.
"People do not even know we exist," Thomes
said.
Those students who have used the service have
impressed local business people. "Employers are
really happy with the students who have applied
for jobs," Bixby said. "We get a lot of repeat
callers."
Amy Wildfeuer, account coordinator for Kelly
Temporary Services, hands out fliers in Atwood
Memorial Center and faxes listings to the Student
Employment Office. "Students are the majority of
our employees," Wildfeuer said.
Kelly specializes in placing people with
marketing,
clerical, secretarial, data entry and
light industrial
companies. "We have jobs
in which students can work around their school
and extra curricular schedules," Wildfeuer said .
Students can work during breaks, one or two
nights a week or in the summer, Wildfeuer added.
Lowell An dersonfStaff photographer
Student Employment Services is open
Students looking for jobs fi nd p lenty to choose from in t he Student Em ployment Service office. Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. No
Corrina Ernst, senior, studies employment listings posted on the wall for a j ob.
appointment is needed.

by Jennifer Bohm
Staff writer

"The main focus of our office is to secure
employment opportunities for students," said Nancy
Thomes, Student Employment Services director. The
office receives a mass mailing list from the Chamber of
Commerce with
businesses who would like to be
listed or have
employment available, she said.
Students interested in certain jobs can look at cards
posted on the office walls. This time of the year is
particularly busy because of the Christmas season,
Thomes said. "Employers are desperate for help," she
added.
"Students, however, who have interviewed with
cenain businesses get the impression that the employers
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SKI RESORT JOBS

Free Refills ...
Feeling low? Spirits empty?
Join our Eucharistic
community this weekend.

PROS1AFF

$CASH$

• HIRING FOR WINTER •
Ski Resorts arc now hiring

for the following positions:
• Ski/Snowboard instructors
• lift Operator.;
• Wail Staff

~

,L.~

You are invited to attend the career ·
expo that could introduce you to
part-time flexible work hours, that
will fit any school schedule!
On October 25th , Pro Staff is having a career expo. Register and
interview on-site with potential for
immediate placement in the following areas of skills:
• Telemarketing • Data Entry
• Customer Service
• Warehouse • Shipping
Positions pay up to $7.25 per hour.
Bring two forms of ID.

• Chalet Staff+ mor-e ...

c~~~t ~
+

Satun.lay: 5:30 p.m,
Sunday: 9a.m., l l: 15a.m. , 8p.m.
M"-"" & Events 25 1·3261
Officc251-3260

Ne man
tenter

Pa..'<tor's Residence 25 1-2'.l 2

CATHOLIC CM-1PUS MINISTRY

"Being a college stud ent, working at Aria
Communications is an excellent job to
have. Aria is convenie ntly located, close
to campus. Aria will happily work
around school schedules and holidays.
This is a low stress, seJf.pteed, 'easy on
your feet' kind of job!" , , /
A.O. -- Teleni;c,>~Associate
'

?

"

"I worked at Toui;_different telemarketing
jobs before coming_to J\ria,. atJ,d the
most refreshirig thin~ ab6~( 1 tarting here
was
ngto read verbatim from a
"scri
stead:°ol!Li;n~ <jgemen1 trains
tel epros to the point where we can
work freely from a "ca ll-guide" and
speak intelli&_ently about thel clie nt or
organitations."' . ~
T.C.P. --"Senior:'t\ss(rciate -- - elePro

.1

Call 259-5206,Fr} m£2!1:Jnf<1rm1rti(in on
our current telemarketing.openings.
·,

~ A'il 11
COMMUNICATIONS

Over 15,000 openings. For
more information, call:

(206) 634-0469
Ext. V56811

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
October 25, 1994
Itasca Room, Atwood Center

~ET
At··-./··-J~l"-1
AT
),,1:'>;
···-:

~it

.

J

~~ The Marl,et.,

*Now Open until 7 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.
Evening Weekry Specials for Oct. 24-27,
valid.from 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

H.rumY Homecoming! [Free Cof.fee!I
-$1.45 for a chicken
softshell taco!
- 11111 $.30!
-Small Salad t]ar for
$1.25! - -

$.50!

-Healthy t::hoice Deli
Sandwiches - 1'lny
one-item sandwich
for only $1.95!
SM$.30!
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SGS up all night

Hockey team crosses three time zones for opener
by Joe Johnson
Staff writer
Toe highly anticipated start
of the 1994-95 Western
Collegiate Hockey Association
is fmally here.
The first weekend of
conference play bas the Huskies
on their longest trip of the year.
The Huskies landed in
Alaska last night after a sevenhour flight. Tonight, SCS talces
the ice for the first of two
games against the University of
Alaska-Anchorage.
The Huskies have won nine
of the 15 meetings versus the
Seawolves.
In UAA's second season in
the WCHA, they will try to
improve on last year's 15-19-2
record and sixth-place finish.
The WCHA pre-season
coach's poll picked the
Seawolves to finish eight this

are a worthy pick. "(SCS) bad a
good season last year, and I feel
they will have an excellent year
again this season," he said.
SCS is returning nearly
everyone from a talented team
last year. Only seniors Tony
Gruba and Grant Sjerven were
lost because of eligibility. SCS
junior goalie Neil Cooper also
was lost after suffering seasonending injuries in a September
car accident.
The Huskies have 19
letterwinners back from last
year, including their top six

year.
"It's too early in the season
and I think it's hard to make
those kind of predictions,•
UAA Head coach Brush
Christiansen said.
The Huskies were picked to
finish first this year and
Christiansen said he thinks they

scorers.
Leading the defense is Kelly ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
wbooa:ad t~tatec~:~
.
Paul Middleata~oto editor
deiensemengin the WCHA last SCS Junior defenseman Taj Melson handles the puck during Tuesday's practice in the

:t~g::;•
season.

National Hockey Center. The Huskies are at Alaska - Anchorage for a two-game series.

"Their whole defense is
tough and I think (Hultgren)
will have a great year,"
Christiansen said.
UAA is returning 17
letterwinners, including second•
team All-WCHA goalie Lee
Schill.
"Schill should be one of the
better goaltenders in this
league," SCS Head Coach
Craig Dahl said.
Schill finished last season

with a 3.14 goals against
average, placing him third in
theWCHA.
"I think Schill is one of the
best, he bas played very well
for us," Christiansen said.
SCS has two players who
will battle for t.he starting
position at goalie: freshman
Brian Leitza and senior Dave
Stone, who sat out last year.
Dahl said Leitza would start
Friday night, and after that a

decision would be made for
Saturday's game.
"We're going up there with
the idea that we'll win two,"
Dahl said. "We bad a good two
.weeks of practice and I'm
happy with the goaltending.

A full moon Wednesday
night was bad news for
SCS. Mankato State
University changed its
nickname
to
the
Werewolves for the match,
and the team played
fiercely taking SCS in four
games (15-8, 15-7, 8-15,
15-13).
MSU and SCS came in
with 5-5 North Central
Conference records and
were playing to stay in the
top half of the conference.
The Huskies won the
two previous meetings and
were looking for the triple
play. It did not happen as
SCS has only won one
game in their last three
matches, which have all
been at home.
"It's a very important
win for us, we played well.
I don't think (SCS) is
playing as good as they
were earlier this year,"
MSU Head Coach Marge
Burkett said.
It does not take much to
realize that. SCS was 5-0
two weeks ago and have

• Watch for a WCHA preview
special in next Friday's

University Chronicle.
Husky Notes:
• Both. games can be heard on
radio station KNSI 1450 AM.
Local game time is 10:05 p.m.

Mavericks howl in Halenbeck Hall
by Joe Johnson
Staff writer

• SCS forward Billy Lund is
nursing a bad knee and did not
make the trip. Lund should be
ready to play next weekend.

now lost five straight
matches.
"Coach told us after the
loss (Wednesday) that
we've lost our confidence
and we need to get that
confidence back," SCS
junior Mary Hyland said.
"Our aggresiveness isn't
what it used to be, we need
to push it all the way in
practice this week to
prepare for Morningside
(College)," SCS freshman
Kate Ahlquist said.
SCS actually had more
kills, 66, compared with
MSU who had 54. The kills
did not make a difference
because MSU blocked and
passed much better than

• SCS opens its home season
against the University of
Northern Michigan in one
week.

SCS goes to
dome where
buffalo roam
by Nikki Rinderknecht
Sports editor

scs.
Cami Selbitschka lead
the Huskies with 21 kills
and 12 digs. Swen
Minnema added 19 kills,
four service aces and nine
digs. Heather Modean
added 52 set assists to
bring her season total to

1025.
SCS' next match is with
Morningside at 7 p.m. ..____,...,_
Photo by Andra Van Kempen
Tuesday in Halenbeck
SCS freshman Kate Ahlquist bumps the ball Wednesday
Hall.

night in Halenbeck Hall. The Huskies lost 3-1 to MSU.

Make no mistake, this is the big one.
If the Huskies are to win the North
Central Conference, they must defeat
North Dakota State University
tomorrow night in Fargo, N.D. It will
not be an easy task.
The undefeated Bison have lost at
home only 14 times in the past 30
seasons. Its record is an iocredible 14814-3.
But, NCC road teams have had an
unusual amount of success this season,
posting a 19- 13 record.
NDSU is ranked second in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Div. II poll. The Huskies are 12th.
The Bison are 5-0 in the NCC - the
only undefeated team remaining.
The Huskies' victory over the
University of Northern Colorado last
weekend gave them a 4-1 NCC record,
moving them into a second place tie.
SCS is the only team leading three
categories in the NCC: total defense,
rushing offense and passing offense.
SCS will need yet another good game
from running back Randy Martin, who
was named NCC offensive player of the
week for the second time this year.
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Experimental theater comes to life
'Guilt is for Free' produces new experience for all
by Mika Peters
Diversions editor
Experimenting in the realms of music
and theater can be a refreshing and
rewarding experience. Staying away
from popular culture and structural
guidelines can create somelhing unique.
This is the path the multi-media
production, "Guilt is for Free," is
attempting to tread.
Last August local singer/songwriter
Mike Rennet collaborated with director
Brad Penly to create a show that would
follow a general theme of one of
Rennetrs songs.
Penly wrote a 20-minute dramatic
piece that opens the performance. He
then added four characters. The actors
have the task of creating their own
segments and developing their character.
"The concept of the play deals with
guilt, redemption and punishment,"
Penly said, "It also deals with freewill
versus fate and how we are manipulated
by our fate," he said.
Tbe first act begins with a dramatic
piece. Jake (Rob Rolloft) bas a dream of
being shackled to a ball and chain. When
he is awakened by his girlfriend
Angelica (Virginia Lentz), be is not sure
what is reality and what is a dream. He
then is arrested by the devil (Gregor
Gunelson) and Judas the executioner
(Marlc Lauer). Throughout the
performance Rennet provides the
musical narration between the dramatic
interludes.

"It's not musical theater but music and
cast did their own marketing and
music) to a !heater audience."
!heater," Penly said.
promoting, including operating the box
"Guilt is for Free," will be performed
"It's a journey through lhe music of
office, Penly said.
from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Saturday at
Mike Rennet," Lauer said. His music
"It's local anists helping local artists,"
County Steams Theatrical Company.
deals with everyday life experiences and Rennet said. "Instead of playing coffee
Tickets are S5s at the door wilh all the
bow we wrestle with theill, be said.
houses or bars I'll get to present (my
proceeds going to benefit the CSTC.
Some of Rennet's
songs were written many
years ago, giving new
ways to look at his
material, Rennee said.
Roll off has enjoyed
working on this project,
he said"It is a new
experience working with
this format," he said. "It's
very definitely kamikaze
theater," he said. The
tension level and intensity
with which they attacked
the play has been
phenomenal, be said.
While combining
Faust, Dante and "Taxi
Driver," the l)!rformance
discusses being shackled
by guilt of past
experiences.
The group wants to do
either this show or
something similar in the
future and l)!rform
benefits for every theater
in St Cloud. They want
to fill empty stage time
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor
while doing something
productive.
Gregor Gunelson, Mark Lauer, Rob Rolloff and Virginia Lentz rehearse for "Guilt Is
For this production the for Free" Tuesday night at the County Stearns Theatrical Company.

Malaysian Night kicks Candlebox ignites
off annual celebration crowd enthusiasm
by Nicole VanDerGrlll
Staff writer
Excitement, new opportunities
and cultural awareness are
available to students thanks to the
Malaysian Student Association.
The group will be present
"Malaysian Night" Sunday in
Atwood Memorial Center
Ballroom.
This year marks the third annual
"Malaysian Night."
This cultural ex:perience will
include a comprising of cultural
dances, songs, a display of cultural
handicrafts and an authentic
Malaysian feast.
Various booths will include
displays from many different
cultures.
"We want to make the campus,
as well as the comrrwnity in St.
Qoud, be more aware of our
country Malaysia and know more
about our culture," said Anna Raj,
president of the Malaysian Student

Association .
Malaysia is a multicultural
country. "Malaysia was a rather
small country years before, and a
lot of people do not know hardly
anything about Malaysia, even
where we are located. I think we
have something very rich to
share," Raj said.
Sue Westmark, a resident of lhe
St. Cloud community, has strong
feelings about what the MSA has
done for students and the
community. "(The MSA's
activities) give us a cross- cultural
experience just living here in
central Minnesota," Westmark
said.
''Our goals are to share our
Malaysian culture to the members
and to also American students,"
Tau-Koon Chan, MSA member
said.
"Malaysian Night" is from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m.

by Joa Johnson
Staff writer
MINNEAPOLIS-The Historic State Theater in
downtown Minneapolis, with its beautiful
murals and pristine sculptures, is a place
where you would expect to see someone
like Luciano Pavarotti.
Tuesday night, however, State Theater
was home to rock 'n' roll and Generation

X.
Candlebox, along with Mother Tongue
and the Flaming Lips, was in town for the
last time in support of its first album.
The band is planning on hitting lhe
studio this spring, so expect a new album
by next summer, Candlebox bassist Sardi
Martin said.
The name Candlebox comes from
"boxed in like candles," a line in
Midnight Oil's song "Ttn Legs and Tm
Mines," Martin said.
The self-titled release has been out
since July 1993 but only recently became
a hot item.
Thanks in part to heavy rotation on
M1V, 'Candlebox' finally hit Billboard's

Top 10 in August.
In trying to be successful, but not
selling out at lhe same time, many bands
develop a love-hate relationship with

MTV.
"It's hard to succeed without (M1V) at
lb.is point or maybe it's just too easy to
succeed with lb.em," Martin said.
'They have definitly played a big part
in our prosperity, but I think having to
make a video for every song is bullshit,"
Martin added.
Summer tours with bands like
Metallica and Rush also have helped
lb.em gain some positive exposure.
"We ' ve been really fortunate with the
bands we hooked up wilh, both Metallica
and Rush treated us extremely well,"
Martin said.
Tuesday's show was in front of less
people than a Metallica show but that
suited the band just fine.
"I'd ralher play a packed club than an
arena full of people that came to see
anolher band," Martin said.

See Concart/Page12
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Concert: Band's last tour
before new album from Page 11
One might think since
their first album has been
out so long the band might
get sick of playing the
same material over and
over.
"We did a week of
rehearsal before this tour
and without a doubt it was
the most boring week of

my life because there was
no audience," Martin said.
Candlebox performs
at the Historic State
Theater
In
Min neapolis
on

Tuesday night

"As soon as you get an
audience in, it's not about
just playing the songs
anymore, the audience keeps

it fresh," he explained.

Theater).
He then promised the

crowd next time they play in
town that there will be a big
open space so everyone can
(mosh).

University Chronicle is looking for an

Assistant news editor
Needed:
• news writing skills

[[iffi
PREGNANCY

ffSTING.

• knowledge of AP style

• knowledge of grammer, spelling

• knowledge of QuarkXPress helpful

Apply Stewart Hall, Room 13 or call Kim 2449
Deadline: Oct. 31

You've seen him perform in
Minneapolis at Bugsy's and Little
Ditty's in the Mall of America.
This weekend Mark Andert brings
his foot-stompin', hand-clappin',
screamin' show to O'Hara Bros. in
St. Cloud!

·

Tuesday's performance

was average. Lead singer
Kevin Martin (no relation to
Bardi) apologized for the bad
sound and said if they had
known there was no general
admission they would not
have played (at the State

Seventh District Re p. Collin Peterson and hi s
lndep e nd ent Republican challenger Bernie
Omann, who ra n agai n st eac h ot h er in a
close 1992 e l ection, will participate in a
co _n gressional candidate forum . Pe t erson
a nd Omann w ill speak and answer questions
posed by a panel, which includes Jeff Fox of
the Sr. Cloud Times, Tim Kelly of KSJR, Paul
Stacke of WJON and Student Government
Representative Justin Warnpach.
Forum begins at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 25 in
Stewart Hall Auditorium. A reception will
follow at 9 p.m. for individual questions.
Free and open to th e public!
For more information contact John Skoog, 240-9266. or
Robert Lake. 255 -375 1.
Sponsored by SCSU Student Government Debate Committee,
University Program Board. and in cooperation with the St. Cloud and

BUY ONE,
Looking for Contact Lenses You Never Have to Clean?

\,f FREE CONTACT LENS TRIAL OFFERi

j

Coupon good for Free Trial Pair of

ACUVUE® Displsable Contact Lenses

1

,---------------------~
-~ Midwest Vision
- - - - - -centers
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it could last all quarter.
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his fever can do wonders for your
transportation h e alth! Catc h it by
pi c king up your M etro Bus quarte r
pass for $ 18.00 at the Atwood Main
Desk. It e ntitles y o u to unlimited rides
on the C a mpus C lipper or the e ntire
M e tro Bus S ys te m!
N o m o re car exp e nse, no p a rking
pic kles, no lo ng walks in "h igh te m p e ra tures" ...n o sweat!
So, catc h bus fever. It w ill s pike th e
m omen t you pick u p your p ass. T he n
ride it out. It co uld last a ll q uarter !
Route Schedules and
Quarter Passes
available at Atwood Main Desk

For more information, call 251-RIDE

lCLASsIFIBt)S

llJ Classttieds will not be accepted over the phone.

3'€C!assttieds price: Five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
Notices are free and run only if space allows.
d" Deadlines: Friday noon for Tuesday's ed~ion and Tuesday at noon for Friday's ed~ion.
Classttied ads can be purchased by vis~ing Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
8
All classttied ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
tr Contact Chad Sturm at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday tor more information.

~
1 BDRM apartment in ho use.

Available Dec . 1. $345/m o .
Heat and water paid. No pets.

253-5340
1 BDRM Apts. immediately
and winter quarter $345-$375
Dan 255-9163

1-4
BDRM
apts
and
efficiencies available now and
next quarter. Camp.us close,
affordable rates. 240-2848

1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
$335-$455
Spacious Rooms and Large
Closets
Heat, Water, Garbage Included
Campus Clipper Stops Every
20Min.
Available Today!
Call Now-They're Going Fast!
255-9262
-

1 , 2, and 3 BDRM APTS.
various locations, available
now, Nov. 1 and winier quarter.
Conven ient
So uth si de
locations. Dan 255-9163
SINGLE rooms i n houses.
Great locations. Comfortable,
respec tab le . Free p arkin g
DAN 255-91 63
SINGLE rooms
$1 50-$199
Heat, Water, Electric ($30
Value) and Cable included!
Ideal location just minutes from
campus!
Immediate Occupancy! 2559262
2 BDRM . apt. in 4-plex by
Halenbeck Hall. Call Rick 251894 1.

APARTMENTS available near
campus.
Price leader.
Dis hwasher,
microwave,
private rooms, security.
Efficiencies also. 251-0525
A PA RT MENTS, rooms 3,4
bedroom apts, efficiencies,
Campus Management 2511814
BEDROOM and bathroom for
rent, utilities included, washer
and dryer. New home in Sauk
Rapids. Family atmosphere
$250/mo Garage extra. 2534327 or 253-1025 (Becky)
CAMPUS EAST. Large 4
bedroom UN ITS with 2 full
baths.
EXTRA closets,
dishwashers, microwav.~s.
laundry. Heat and basic cable
PAI D. Garages. RESULTS
Prope rty Management 2530910.
CAMPUS PLACE, pr ivate

bedroom in 4 bedroom.
Included heat, water, close to
school. Rent the best. Call for
details 253-9002
CENTER Square. Single
rooms in 4 bedroom apts.
Microwaves, AIC , Laundry,
close to campus. 253-1320.
DESPERATE need of male
subleaser winter and spring
252-5rn6.
... EFF. & 1-3 bedrooms. $169$250. $15 off-street parking.
259-4841,
.... Efficiency. Included heat,
water, elec. Own minifridge,
micro in room. $225/month.
Close to school. Campus
Place 253-9002
EFFICIENCY apartments and
4 bedroom apartments. 2536606.
EFFICIENCY . Private rooms
with basic cable, refrigerator,
microwave, blinds, AIC . All
uti liti e s paid . Contr olled
access . $21 O and up. SM&M
253-1100.
FALL feve r. Fo r y our bes t·
deals in 1,2, and 3 bdrm apts.
call Apartment Finders at 2594052.
FEMALE needed through
Spring for Private BDRM near
Campus for $190/mo. Please
call (612) 586-0311 ASAP
FEMALE nonsmoker to share
2 BDRM apartment near
Walm.irt. Pd. heat, OW,
secured BLDG, Avail. Nov. 1,
656-5997
FOUR Bedroom apt., heat &
cable paid, dishwasher, micro.,
A/C, newer bldg., nqar
campus. 251 -6005 EPM.
HOUSE 3 BDRMS available
immediately. Great location,
pricelss DAN 255-9163
MALE subleaser needed
University Village Townhomes,
Individual bedrooms centra!
air, dishwasher, microwave
and more. 252-4917 or (507)
455-0229 collect after 5 p.m.
MALE subleaser needed.
Own BDRM, central Air,
dishwasher, microwave, and
more. Call Josh 240-1900
NEED ED FEMAL E subleaser
at University Townhomes.
Rent is $225. I will pay your
1st months rent. Will negotiate
availibility date. Call Kel!y for
details, 654-0918
PRIVATE rooms avail. now &

winter. Heat & cable paid,
many amenities, . campus
close , quiet & clean . 251-6005.
PRIVATE rooms, large 2 bath
apts. 1/2 block SCS , Quiet well
managed build ing , $199 rent
and $15 ut ilities / month.
Everythi ng negotiable detail ?
259-0977
PRIVATE rooms in 4-BORM
apts avai lab le winter and
spring. Many amenities close
to campus. 252-9226
NICE one bedroom. Close to
campus. Microwave, A/C,
laundry, parking, and garages .
Available Dec. 1. 253-1320
ROOMS available in 4
bedroom units . Free basic
cable. Free parking and much
more . $189 and up . SM&M
253-1100.
ROOMS in 4 BDRM apts.
Individual locks,
cable,
telephone jacks . Best rates!
Select Properties 253-1154
ROOMATE
wanted.
Inexpensive close 259-1989
SAVE on your monthly rent.
Put four people in a large
2 bedroom apt.
$ 150/month w/all utilities
included.
$250 for an entire apt. during
summer
654-6520
SINGLE rooms
$150-$199
Heat, Water, Electric ($30
value)
& Cable included!
Ideal location just minutes from
campus!
Immediate occupancy!
255-9262
SINGLE room in three
bedroom house. Male, nonsmoker 253-5340
WINTER quarter 1,2,and 3
BDRM apts. Singles M/F, 3
BDRM
house.
Great
Southside location. Full time
mgmt. Dan 255-9163

ARE you interested in quitting
alcohol/drugs? Group forming
fall quarter for support and
empowerment. Call 255-4850
or 255-3171.
CHUC K ' S Barbershop. Two
barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270. 9 Wilson S. E .
Special $6. ROTC and Guard
Headquarters.

COMPU TE R CONS ULTI NG,
IBM
based,
tor
Setup's. Memory allocation,
W indow' s streamli n in g. For
m ore i nfo cal l R an d y, 2521595

E M P L O Y M E N T
Representatives from St.
Cloud Hospital w i ll be at
Atwood Center on Tuesday,
Oct. 25, 1994 from 10 a.m.- 1
p. m. Stop by and talk to a
representative about career
opportuni ti es at St. Cloud
Hospital!
FREE tu t oring availab le in
many subject areas. Check us
out ! Academic Learning
Center, Stewart Hall 101. Call
255-4993 or stop by.
FUND RAISING Choose from
3 different fund raisers lasting
either 3 or 7 days .
No
investment. Earn $$$ for your
group plus personal cash
bonuses for yourself. Call 1·
800-932-0528, Ext. 65
HELP WANTED! Looking for
co a c hin g
experience ?
Volunteer basketball coaches
needed for Cathedral/J23rd
athletic program. Con tac t
Margare t Wurm today at 2513421
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Mark Frey. Member: American
Immigration Lawyers Assn. 1612-486-7117.
MA CINTOSH, tutoring, setup,
repair, system consulting.
Cheap Rates!
Student
discounts! (Chris) 654-1521
NEW Herbal DIET Tablet. All
natural, Dr. recommended,
super-fast results!
100
Percent Guaranteed (612)
649-4660
PARKI NG, $10 mo. 341 Sixth
Ave. So. 253-2107.
PREGNANT -considering
adoption? Call a Dream
Fulfilled Adoption Inc.
1-800-556-4529.
PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with immediate results
at the St. Cloud Cris is
Pregnancy Center. Cati 612253-1962 24 hrs. a day. 400
East St. Germain St., Ste 205,
St. Cloud.
SPRING BR EAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/7 nights
hotel/free
nightly
beer
parties/discounts. (800)3664786.
SPRING BREAK '95, Earn a
comm ission, Free trip, and/or
both fo r selling spring b reak

packages
to
Mazatlan,
Acapulco, and Cancun. For
info 1-800-446-8355
STUDENTS · if you have all
the money you ne e d f or
colleg e, y ou d on't need us.
But if you n eed money for
college , ou r s cholarsh ip
matchi ng service can help you.
Many scholarships are not
based on GPA or athletics.
For
more
info
send
name/ address t o:
JD
Associates, P.O . Box 1292,
Monticello, Minn . 55362.
TYPING RESUMES , term
papers, laser printing, 11 years
of Experience 240-2355
MUGWUMPS
We play harder.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS ,
Professi onal and courteous ,
will work with you to determine
the shooting schedule to fit into
your wedd ing day p lans.
Specializing in candids before,
du rin g , and after c eremony,
but especi ally during the
recept ion! You re tain th e
negatives. Two photographers
to make sure every angle gets
covered. Call Paul at 654-8501
for more information, leave
message.

~1•Qktt'119¢iil
ALA SKA EMPLO YMENT Students Needed! Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3000 $6000+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or
Female.
No experience
necessary. Call (206)5454155 ext. A56811
CRUI SE
S HIP
J O B S!
Attention: students. Earn
$2000 + monthly. Summer/full
time. World Travel. Carribean,
Hawaii. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands, Casino
Workers. No experience. Call
(602)453-4651.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS NOW
HIRING
Earn up to
$2000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land - Tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal and Full time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. c56812
EARN $1,000's stuffing
envelopes
send
SASE:
N orthern Lights, P.O. Box
1392, St Cloud, Mn 56302
EARN $1 OOO's weekly stuffing
envelopes. Send SASE to
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KAO Enterprises, P.O. Box
1621, St. Cloud Minn 56302.

Division Place Fashion Center.
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

EARN a free trip, money or
both. We are looking for
students or organizations to
sell our Spring Break package
to Mazatlan. (800)366-4786.

TELEMARKETER needed.
Eve hrs 4 p.m.- 9:30 p.m .. very
flexible with classes relaxed
environment. No sales, call
Cindy at 251-1752

EARN INCOME FOR ' 94,
Earn $500 - $1,000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details
- Rush $1 with SASE to Group
Five , 57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307 Dover, DE 19901

THIS IS IT! $800 weekly
poss ible. Work your own
hours. Work at home making
our easy holiday crafts for our
distributors. SASE, College
Crafts, 1925 Pine Ave.,
Niagara Falls , NY 14301.

FEMALES/ MALES
to
transport passengers to/from
l nt'I
Airports and other
locations in central Minn.
Flex ible hours. paid training,
etc. Serious candidates only!
Please non-smokers! Contact
Executive Express for more
info 253-2226
KELLY Temporary Services is
hiring for immediate long term
openings $5-$7, Data Entryfull and part-time hours. Paid
Training. Phone Clerks, full
and part-time afternoons.
Keyboard experience helpful.
Mail Clerks early mornings or
afternoon hours. Openings
and sorting mail. Printer
Operators- day and night, 12
hour shifts, 3 days per week
with occasional extra hours on
the weekends. Light industrial
all shifts availiable. Work in
St.
Cloud,
Clearwater,
Annandale, and Milaca. Call
Now! 253-7430 or 1-800-4476447. 1010 W. St. Germain
St. Cloud. Never an applicant
fee/Equal
opportunity
employer.

TYPING
&
WORD
PROCESSING . Draft & final
copy. Quality & fast service.
Reasonable rates. Flexible
hours. Call Alice 259-1040 or
251-7001
WORK available tor persons
looking for P-T work and
possible career opportunities.
St. Cloud company is now
accepting applicatons for
various departments. Approx.
$285 · $385 per week. To
schedule an interview phone
251-1752

~~UmitJH

MAZDA '83 626 for sale.
Need some work R/F 2595462

ORIENTAL resturan t needs a
wait person call 240-1135 for
application.

OFFSET printing press
(Davidson Dual) $400 phone
mornings 259-1037 or write
P.O. Box 344 Rockville, Minn
56369

SUBWAY central (behind Red
Lobster) is now taking
applications for all shifts.
Experience not required. We
are looking for dependable
hard working people with a
good attitude and common
sense to jo in our team. We
offer a flexible schedule,
above average wages, and fun
work atmosphere. Please

ATTENTION! Skydiving club
will meet on Thursday Oct.
27th at 5 p.m. in Atwood
Mississippi Room.
A))
welcome!

COME see the SGS Fencing
Club in action Saturday, Oct.
22 in Eastman gym. T he
action starts at 10:30 am.

LOCAL SKI TEAM looking for
exp. USSA coach . Call 2533262 Leave message.

SKI INSTRUCTORS, Powder
Ridge ski area, Kimball. If
interested, attend informational
meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 1 at
7 p.m. in the chalet. 398-7200

ATTENTION : Psychology
majors. Become part of the
experimental psychology
research group. Meetings are
every Wed. 3.4 p.m., Ed. Bldg
A232. For more info. call Chris
at 240-1863.

FOR SALE : Tandy 1OOOEX
Computer IBM Compatible.
Include monitor, printer. $250.
Smith Corona XO 7500
Memory Typewriter $100.
Julie 252-6599 after 3:45 p.m.
MACINTOSH
Computer.
Complete system including
printer only $500. Call Chris at
800-289-5685.

and behavior managment
training, with 1 year of
experience. Wo rking with
individuals with developmental
disablities. Also available P •
T direct care positions. Car
and valid and drivers license
required. Contact Lisa 259 7037, for application and
interview info. Can leave
message EOA/EA.

AA
ASSISTANCE
line
available 24 hours a day .
Meeting times, rides to
meetings, and recovery
support. Call 253-8183. For
campus support call ADAPT
255-4850 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

CHI SIGMA RHO social
sorority, is having a wonderful
fall quarter and is looking for
women interested in joining
the fun. Call 240-8100 ask for
anyone!

night shifts. 18 or older. Apply
at Powder Ridge ski area,
Kimball, M-F, 1O a.m. -5 p.m .
398-7200

REMSTEARNS
Inc .
Excellent opportunity for the
right female individual to fill
immediate position as a live in
cordinator. Living Carders and
excellent benifits provided.
Must posess supervisory skills,

afterwards. Come meet the
candidates.

CANON STARW RITER 70
ink-jet word processor. Prints
like a laser. Brand new. Great
Christmas gift 252-2150

LIFT OPERATOR day an d

YAMAHA FZ-600 1988 runs
well. Must sell $1500, stage 2
Jet Kit, V & H pipe call Bryan
654-0773
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JESUS and Satan are
pretend. Some religious
destroy trust in others by
vilifying them as "not having
souls," "going lo hell," "being
evil.~
Such
teachings
dehumanize others, making it
possible to even commit
holocausts against others.
while thinking it is right to do
so. The latest self•righteous
premeditated murder of a
doctor by a member of the
Christian Right shows what
such vilification can do. The
target is destroyed, but so is
the perpetrator, who has been
turned into a vain monster.
Skeptically question everything
with unassailable honesty and
courage. Think atheism.
BEER and wine are pretend.
All bars are cults. The central
commandment is "Bottoms
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salt on the popcorn oecaus
one of its biggest mane
makers is Ii uid alchol.
salt, no

Vince Cham
St. Cloud Stale University welcomes comedian
Vince Champ who will be appearing for Family
Day, Oct. 29, 1994.
Champ is a teal crowd pleaser and his clean,
original style of humor has been enjoyed by people of all ages. He has opened for such stars as
Joe Cocker, Chuck Mangione, Melissa Manchester,
Jay Leno, and Gary Shandling. Champ has also
appeared on the VH1 Comedy Spotlight, "An
Evening at the lmprov", the A&E Network, "The
Late Show" on the Fox network, and the Family
Channel.
Everyone is invited to join the fun with Vince
Champ from 6 - 7 p.m. at 1-lalenbeck Hall.
Admi5.5ion is free.
Vince Champ is sponsored by the Residence
Hall Association, and Minorily Sludent Programs.

ECONOMICS Associat ion,
Everyone is welcome to attend
our
meetings
noon,
Wednesdays in Lewis Clark
Room Atwood. Speakers,
Happy hours etc. Come check
us out.
FINANCE
majors-Gain
valuable finance experience
while helping your fellow
students. Student Government
Finance Committee. Join
today. Call Tim Flanigan 2552995.
SEX , drugs, rock n' roll and
economics. Join the Economic
Association. Meetings noon,
Wednesdays, in Lewis Clark
Room Atwood. BYOB. Bring
your own books?
SHAM-The Society for Human
Resource Management meets
at 4 p.m. every Thursday in
Lewis/Clark Room in Atwood.
All majors are we lcome to
attend.
SUPPORT
Campus
organizations! Buy a pumpkin
for the annual Speech Comm.
Club Pumpkin Sale! Located
on Atwood Mall Oct. 19-20,
24-27 prices range $1.50$3.00
THE Accounting Club has
professional
speakers.
company tours, socials, and
other wonderful interactions.
Refer to the BB chalkboards
for information!
Z
CLUB ,
volunteer
organization meets Tuesday's
at 7 p.m. in St. Croix room.
One caring person can make a
difference.

You are required to come
to the Student Service
Office, to obtain your

ACCESS CODE THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER
FOR WINTER QUARTER

1995.
Advisers will be available:
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Starting Oct. 20

BB 123
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